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The soft error rate (SER) reduction by an MeV-boron
implanted buried barrier is presented in applying a ll,tbit
NMos DRAM. rmprovement by a factor of more than xr00 was
obtained in the bit line mode sER and also by a factor of
x50 in the cell mode sER compared with the Hic structure.
with the aid of the buried barrier, less than 100 Frr of the
sER would be achieved in megabit DRAI! with the storage
capacitance of 24fF at 5V operation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

the substrate at memory cell areas, is very
effective in the SER reduction of both Lhe
cell and the bit line modes. The threshold
voltage of transistors can be controled easity
in this structure, because the buried barrier
is formed far from the surface. The buried
barrier
structure is favorable as
a
countermeasure of the soft errors in next
generation DRAM's. Wordeman eC al.
showed
that the buried barrier reduces the SER by a
factor of X5 in lum design rule DRAII by
simulation (3).
In this paper r w€ present the SER
reduction effects of lttbit DRAI! with the
buried barrier
formed by an MeV-boron
implantation. Discussions are developed about
relations between the SER of lt'tbit DRAM and
the
charge collection
efficiency
of
alpha-particle induced noise charge measured
by using test vehicles.

Alpha-paticle induced soft errors have
been one of the most important factors in the
design of VLSI memories. A lot
of
experimental and theoretical investigations
have been developed to improve soft error rate
( SER)
together with device structural
modifications.
RAM ( DRAM)
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future
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2.

,

which has high boron condent.ration region in

DEVICE STRUCTURE

The Mev-boron

23

implanted buried barrier

was formed in the lMbit DRAII with 1.2um design

tthm

rule, having N-channel planar cells with HiC
The lteV-boron implantation vtas
structure.
carried out after forming the polysilicon ceII
pIate, which resulted in a shallower barrier
underneath the cell plate and a deeper barrier
elsewhere, as shown in Fig.1. Consequently
the
t,he buried barrier does not affect
threshold voltage of transistors, and the
line
capacitance is
change of Ehe bit
suppressed in a small increase.
The boron implanted energy and dose
examined were 0.7 to 1.8MeV and IEl2 to
3EL3/cm2, respectively. Figure 2 shows the
typical doping profile under a bit Iine N*,
completion of
measured by SIMS after
processes

fabr i cat ion

o

implantation with a dose of lEl3,/cm2 formed
buried barrier peaked at I.67um deep with
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barrier or the ttiC( p) structures. The charge
decreased with an
collection efficiency
increase of a boron implant dose, and was
40-50t of that of the unimplanted sample at a
dose of Lnl3/cm?. The buried barrier was more
effective in reducing the charge collection
efficiency than the HiC structure with the
same boron dose. This tendency becomes
remarkable in increasing bias voltage of N+,/p
junction. Because in the HiC structure the
highest boron concentration region near the
surface was covered with the HiC(N+) region,
thereby the boron concentration effect as a
barrier became lower than that of Ehe buried
barrier
structure.
In the p-/p+ epi
substrate, an improvement of the charge
collection ef f iciency $ras quite sma11. The
epi layer was thick (8um in this case) enough
for many electron-hole pairs to be created
within this layer. The electrons created in
this layer were confined inside due to the
p-/p+ potential barrier,
and eventual ly
captured at the N+ layer.
The influence of the buried barrier on
the junction capacitance was examined. Figure
4 shows the junction capacitances of the test
vehicles as a function of bias voltage. In
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Fig.3 Charge collection efficiency
as a function of boron implanL dose
for buried barrier or HiC( p)
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collection efficiency of the
buried barrier structure $ras measured with a
test vehicle having a 400x500um2 N+,/p
junction, and compared with the HiC structure
and the p-/p+ epi substrate. Figure 3 shows
the measured charge collection efficiency as a
function of boron implant dose for the buried
The charge

u

contrast with the HiC structurer €lo increase
of the junction capacitance due to the buried
barrier $/as relaE ively smaLl .
A smalI
increase of the junction capacitance and its
flat dependence on bias voltage beyond 5V
reflect Ehat an extention of the depletion
layer is limited by the tail of t'he buried
barrier.
The increase of the bit line
capacitance was measured to be less than 10t
in the l},tbit DRAI'I. Other electrical
characteristics, such as junction breakdown,
leakage current and body effects of t"tOS
transistors, vrere not affected by the buried
barrier.
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Fiq.4 Junction capacitance of N+,/p
junction with buried barrier and HiC
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3.

SER REDUCTION

IN

1MEGABIT

DRAM

The SER of the ll"tbit NMoS DRAM having

a

structure shown in Fiq.1 ltas examined. The,
SER was measured by an accelerated test with
24lAm alpha-paticle source, and the estimated
SER i n F IT r^ras de r ived by as sumi ng an
alpha-particle f }ux of 0.00lpaticle,/crn2 .hour Figure 5 shows t'he estimated SER as a function
of cycle time. In this case critical charge
was 72tC. The buried barrier reduced Ehe bit
Iine mode SER ( cycle time range (10us ) by a
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Fig.5 Estimat,ed SER as a
function
of cycle time.
SER was measured by an
accelerated
test
with
24lAm, and converted to
SER in FIT by assuming an
alpha-particle
flux
of
0. 00 lpart icle/cn2. hour .
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factor of more than X100, and also the cell
mode SER ( cycle time range )l0us ) by a
factor of X50 compared with the HiC structure.
Figure 6 shows t,he est,imated SER of the lMbit
DRAM with the buried barrier as a function of
critical
charge. The critical charge of 60fC
was found to be sufficient to achieve the SER
of less than 100FIT even at a cycle time of
lus. This implies thaL to obtain the SER of
less than 100FIT, a storage capacitance can be
reduced to around 24fF at 5V operation with
the aid of Lhe buried barrier.
Further the collected charge was measured
by using a test vehicle with l2K memory cells
array. The memory ceII is the same one as
used in the lMbit DRAt't. The accelerated SER
is plotted as a function of the collected
charge in Figure 7. The substrate bias
voltage (vgS) dependence of the SER in an
unimplanted tMbit DRAM is also shown in Figure
7. Figure B shows the estimated SER as a
f unction of the depJ.etion Iayer width. The
depletion layer width was calculated by MIPS
( Mitsubishi
ImpuriLy profile Simulator) and
Ir,lIDSIp (Utst,ubishi Device Slmulation program) .
Figures 7 and 8 imply that the MeV-boron
implanted buried barrier
suppresses an
extention of Ehe depretion rayer under the bit
line N+ region, so Ehat Ehe charge collection

efficiency is reduced and results 1n rmprovrng
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Fig.5 Estimated SER as a func t ion
charge at cycle t ime of
of critical
Ius.
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Fig.7 Estimated SER as a function
of collected charge measured at bias
voltage of BV.
CONCLUSIONS

In applying the buried barrier to the
IMbit DRAl,l, the bit line mode SER was improved
by a factor of more than X100 and the cell
mode SER was also reduced by a factor of X50
compared with the HiC structure,
Thus it is confirmed Ehat, the Mev-boron
implanted buried barrier structure is quite
effective in reducing the SER, especially the
bit line mode SER, which 'could not be achieved
by other structural modifications so far, as
well as a cell mode SER. This structure has
other significant advantages, Ehey are easier
threshold voltage control oi transistors than
other structures such as a well structure

in
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of simulated depletion width at bias
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